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The application of Rasch measurement has been one major focus of second language

(L2) testing research. The Rasch measurement for dichotomously scored items (Rasch,

1960/80), often referred to as the simple logistic model (SLM; Andrich, 1988) has been used

to design and analyze multiple-choice tests (e.g., Henning, 1985; Henning, Hudson, &

Turner, 1985; Clark, 2004, 2007), although few analytic studies using this Rasch approach in

L2 testing are available.

The simple logistic model conceptualizes the probability of a person succeeding on a

test item as a function of the ability of that person and the difficulty of the item. For instance,

when the ability of a person equals the difficulty of an item, that person has a 50% chance of

being successful on the item equal to his/her ability. For items below the person’s ability, this

probability of success is greater than 50%, and for items above the person’s ability, this

probability is less than 50%. While classical item theory operates based on the disjointed

analysis of a person’s ability and a specific item’s difficulty, then evaluates them in terms of

arithmetic means, sample distribution shapes, and discriminability, the simple logistic model

is probabilistic and recognizes that the total score can be arrived at by concatenation of

estimated person ability and item difficulty through the principles of conjoint measurement

(Andrich, 1988). Thus, the simple logistic model attempts to construct an expectancy model

based on inferences drawn from response patterns in the data, and it evaluates items and

persons in terms of deviations from expected performance patterns by means of likelihood

estimation. To the extent that the data fit the model, the model is said to hold. Model fit,

which is analogous to reliability in classical item theory, is relative rather than absolute in the

Rasch model.
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Henning (1985) delineates some advantages of using the Rasch model for the

improvement of multiple-choice test design. First, the simple logistic model provides fit

validity statistics for both item difficulty and person ability on a single line of logit scale to

facilitate the graphical representation of the relationships. Second, along with the classical

measures of reliability and validity through the analysis of internal consistency and

correlational methods, the Rasch model provides a useful option to quantify the

appropriateness of a given test for specified individuals through the analysis of the

relationships of individual person’s ability to a particular item’s difficulty. Third, the model

analyzes accuracy and reliability through identification of misfitting items and persons,

facilitates item banking, test tailoring, and alternate forms construction. Fourth, the model

manages test difficulty width and person ability range for appropriateness of a given test and

a given sample. In spite of these advantages that accrue to the application of the Rasch model

for measurement of dichotomously scored items, there are also some potential problems that

can arise from using the simple logistic model.

First, the statistical reasoning underlying the simple logistic model is unique. In item

construction by the Rasch model, the model becomes fixed, and raw data are fitted to the

estimated model in order to arrive at conjoint measurement, while in other traditional item

response theories (two-parameter and three-parameter models), raw data are seen as

sacrosanct, thus they seek an appropriate model that meets the data. Andrich (2004) notes:

In the Rasch paradigm, because the model provides an operational criterion

for fundamental measurement, the data need to fit the SLM; in the traditional

paradigm, the model which fits the data is chosen. (p. 153)
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In Rasch measurement, it is necessary for test developers to elucidate and conceptualize the

variables that test items tap into, and careful test construction through misfit analysis is of

prime importance in construct representation.

Next, the Rasch model fundamentally requires data that represent unidimensionality.

It is appropriate to apply the Rasch model when assessed performances can be explained by a

general dimension of a common factor, while it is not appropriate to apply the Rasch model

when assessed performance inheres in manifold dimensions with discernible factors. For

instance, language tests are inherently multidimensional in nature, since language ability is

considered to be multi-faceted. Nevertheless, if we assume a common dimension in which

we can define a continuum for certain language ability, it is possible to develop a language

test using the Rasch model, which is designed to focus on the generality. It is certainly viable

to conceptualize person ability along a continuum of language subtests for a placement test,

such as listening subtest (Clark, 2004, 2007), reading subtest (Henning, 1985) and a

combination of subtests (Henning, et al., 1985) in which different locations on the continuum

correspond to a person having more or less of the ability. If test items are assumed to require

relatively more or less of the person’s ability, and if the items on the test function together to

define that continuum, the model holds. Therefore, the derived total score is assumed to be a

sufficient measure of a general dimension underlying the person’s ability.

In his doctoral dissertation, Clark (2007) discusses the possibility that the validity of a

listening subtest for an ESL placement examination can be improved by applying a Rasch

approach. Clark argues that a large part of test validity should be considered during the stage

of test construction and suggests that test developers should be able to make predictions of

item difficulty and compare them with empirical results in the piloting stage. By applying
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Rasch analysis, Clark theorizes that test developers can focus more on finding out what they

intend to measure rather than analyzing post hoc what has been measured.

The listening test developed by Clark (2007) was piloted in the English Language

Institute (ELI) at the University of Hawai‘i in August of 2005. The ELI administers a

placement test at the beginning of every semester, and the examinees in August 2005

consisted of 222 international students. The listening subtest, Academic Listening Test

(ALT), contained language that could be considered academic, and it was assumed to be a

measure of general English listening ability in academic contexts.

The findings in the listening test construction period suggested that the application of

the Rasch model resulted in creating appropriate content, which was designed to measure in

advance and targeted appropriately at the population of interest. The test items spread the

students out to identify the each examinee’s academic English listening ability in the

continuum estimated by the simple logistic model. Although there were some misfitting

items, Clark found the majority of the test items fit the model well, and none of those

misfitting items brought the utility of the listening test into question, indicating that the

application of Rasch approach is good test development practice.

After the construction of the ALT in August of 2005, 375 international students took

the ALT from the Spring 2006 semester to Spring 2007 semester. In Clark’s research, Rasch

approach was utilized as a test development method to establish a construct and to develop a

test to provide empirical evidence of the construct. This paper, in turn, presents an analysis of

the ALT utilizing the same Rasch analysis to examine what has been measured during the

administrations from the Spring 2006 to the Spring 2007 semester. Comparing the original

results obtained by Clark in 2005 and the current results obtained through 2006 to 2007, this
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paper discusses how it is viable for test developers to apply the Rasch model for the

construction, analysis, and possible revision of a listening subtest for the purpose of

placement testing. Along with the Rasch analysis, classical item theory was also applied to

analyze the current data. An immediate replication of the same study design may provide

some practical information for further development of the ALT. The research questions are

as follows:

1. Are there any discrepancies between the aspects of model fit by the current

ALT response data and ALT response data in the piloting stage?

2. What are the classical item statistics for the ALT response data from the

2005 to 2007 administrations?

3. What information does an immediate replication of the same study design

provide for further development of the listening test?
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METHOD

Participants

The data for this project were taken from the previous ELI placement test (ELIPT)

administrations from 2006 to 2007, comprising one and a half academic years. All of the

students taking the ALT scored more than 500 on the paper-based TOEFL (PBT) or more

than 173 on the computer-based TOEFL (CBT) to be accepted at the University of Hawai‘i,

but the majority did not have sufficient scores (i.e., above 600 on PBT or 250 on CBT) to be

exempt from further language instruction. The total number of students who took the ALT

was 375. More than 40 first languages were reported. The majority of the students were

Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese, Thai, French, Indonesian, and Samoan speakers.

Japanese, Korean, Chinese speakers were generally much more numerous than Vietnamese,

Thai, French, Indonesian, and Samoan speakers. For academic status, a graduate/

undergraduate distinction was used between those students with relatively more and

relatively less college experience. The graduate student group included graduate students,

exchange students at the graduate level, and students seeking a second bachelor’s degree.

Analysis

The simple logistic model for dichotomous responses (Rasch, 1960/1980) was used to

analyze examinee responses to the ALTs administered from 2006 to 2007. The model

estimates were calculated with the Rasch analysis program Winsteps (Linacre, 2006). The

following aspects of model fit by the current data (from 2006 to 2007) were investigated to

compare the aspects of model fit by the ALT response data from the 2005 administration in

Clark (2007).
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1. Principal components analysis of residuals: The simple logistic model

posits the construct of academic listening comprehension ability measured

by ALT to be the primary source of variance in the data. It assumes that the

residuals should have no distinguishable patterns, and the residuals are

taken as random error. However, if there are residual loadings on

identifiable factors, it could be an indication of multidimensionality in the

data.

2. Person separation reliability: Person separation values in Rasch analysis

indicate how well the test is successful in spreading out and identifying

differences in each examinee’s ability.

3. Item separation reliability: Item separation values indicate how well the

items are consistent and would be reproduced with another sample of test

takers in terms of the relative order of item difficulty.

4. Item infit and outfit statistics: These misfit statistics are summaries of the

discrepancies between the Rasch estimates and observed data for items and

persons. They are used to assess the model fit. If the pattern of the

examinees’ responses to an item greatly differs from the model prediction,

it will be flagged as a misfitting item.

5. Measure-item correlation: A positive measure-item correlation indicates

that the estimated correct responses by the examinees on an item are related

to the estimated examinees’ greater ability. Low correlation indicates that
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the item does not successfully measures examinees’ listening ability in the

estimated continuum.

Along with the aspects of model fit by the Rasch analysis, the indices of item facility and

item discrimination were also calculated for data from all ALT administrations from 2005 to

2007.

1. Item facility (IF): IF is the proportion of the examinees who answered a

given item correctly. The IF index ranges from 0 to 1.00. For example, an IF

index of .50 indicates that 50% of the examinees correctly answered the

item. IFs between .30 and .70 suggest that the items fall in acceptable range

(see Brown, 1989 for detailed discussion for the use of IF and ID indices for

placement testing).

2. Item discrimination (ID): ID is calculated by contrasting the performance of

the top third of the examinees on the test with that of the bottom third. First,

the IF for each item is calculated for the top and bottom thirds on the test,

and the IF for each item for the bottom third is subtracted from each item in

the top third. ID index ranges from -1.00 to 1.00. The higher ID index of an

item indicates that it is distinguishing well between the examinees with high

ability and those with low ability. For placement testing, IDs of higher than

.40 are considered to be very good items, IDs between .30 and .39 show that

the items reasonably good, IDs between .20 and .29 indicate that the items

fall in acceptable range, and IDs below .19 indicate that the items are

marginal.
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RESULTS

The assessment of unidimensionality is a necessary condition for Rasch analysis, and

Winsteps (Linacre, 2006) provides a principal component analysis of residuals to check the

dimensionality of the data. It is assumed that the Rasch measurement dimension should

account for more variance in the data than any other dimensions, which should essentially be

at the level of noise. If two or more discernable dimensions are found, then the results should

be considered as separate dimensions for separate analyses and reported as such. Figure 1

shows the scree plot for the principal contrast analysis in the data from the 2005

administration. Figure 2 shows the scree plot for the data from the 2006 to 2007

administrations. Total variance is notated as T, unexplained variance is notated as U, and the

variance explained by the measures is notated as M in the graphs. Both Figures 1 and 2 show

that the variance explained by the measures is stronger than any of the contrasts. However,

there was a large amount of variance unaccounted for by the model. Although unexplained

variance does not necessarily indicate multidimensionality, it is likely because the range of

proficiency of the students taking the ALT is narrow since the students’ listening ability

estimates fall within one standard deviation on the standardized TOEFL scores. It can be

assumed that the students’ ability estimates were not discriminated enough by the items of

the ALT to create more variance in the response data.
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Figure 1. Variance component scree plot for ALT 2005

Figure 2. Variance component scree plot for ALT 2006-2007
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Tables 1 and 2 describe the same information in terms of percentiles. Table 1 shows

that the percentage of variance explained by the measures (32.4%) is equivalent to the

empirical variance in the 2005 data. Table 2 shows that the percentage of variance explained

by the measures (29.5%) is nearly the same as the empirical variance (29.6%) in the 2006-

2007 data. The strongest secondary dimension is called the first contrast, and the following

secondary dimensions are called second, third, fourth, and fifth contrasts, respectively. The

largest secondary dimension in the 2005 data had a strength of 2.1 units (4.1%). The largest

secondary dimension in the 2005 data had a strength of 1.9 units (3.9%). The values of

secondary contrasts in the tables suggest that the variance explained by the measures is the

largest, indicating that the following contrasts do not necessary create multidimensionality.

Table 1

Standardized Residual Variance in 2005 ALT

         Empirical         Modeled

Total Variance in Observations 51.8   100%           100%

Variance explained by the measures 16.8 32.4% 32.4%

Unexplained variance (total) 35.0 67.6%         100% 67.6%

Unexplained variance in 1st contrast   2.1   4.1% 6.0%

Unexplained variance in 2nd contrast   1.9   3.6% 5.3%

Unexplained variance in 3rd contrast   1.7   3.2% 4.8%

Unexplained variance in 4th contrast   1.6   3.2% 4.7%

Unexplained variance in 5th contrast   1.5   3.0% 4.4%
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Table 2

Standardized Residual Variance in 2006-2007 ALT

         Empirical         Modeled

Total Variance in Observations 49.7   100%           100%

Variance explained by the measures 14.7 29.6% 29.5%

Unexplained variance (total) 35.0 70.4%         100% 70.5%

Unexplained variance in 1st contrast   1.9   3.9% 5.5%

Unexplained variance in 2nd contrast   1.6   3.3% 4.7%

Unexplained variance in 3rd contrast   1.6   3.1% 4.5%

Unexplained variance in 4th contrast   1.5   3.0% 4.3%

Unexplained variance in 5th contrast   1.5   3.0% 4.2%

Person Separation Reliability

In Rasch analysis, reliability can be considered from the perspective of items as well

as the perspective of persons. The person separation measures in Rasch analysis indicate how

well the test succeeds in spreading out each examinee’s academic listening comprehension

ability. The resulting person reliability is analogous to Cronbach’s alpha reliability in

classical test theory.

Table 3 shows the summary statistics for the person separation measures by the ALT

administration in 2005 (Clark, 2007), and Table 4 shows the summary statistics for the

person separation measures by the ALT administrations from 2006 to 2007. The reliability of

the administration in 2005 (.75) and the current results (.73) both showed similar and slightly

low reliability values for a placement test. This seems to be partially due to the small number

of items (35 items), which were not enough to discriminate among the persons’ ability along

the continuum. Table 3 and 4 also give an overall indication of the fit of the persons to the
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model. Winsteps provides two different statistics for assessing the model fit, mean squares

(MNSQ) and a standardized transformation of the mean-square to approximate a t -statistic

(ZSTD). MNSQ values less than .7 or greater than 1.3 and ZSTD values greater than ±1.96

are generally considered to be potentially misfitting. Infit and outfit mean square (MNSQ) in

both Tables 3 and 4 have an expected value of 1.00, and the standardized fit statistics (ZSTD)

in Tables 3 and 4 have an expected value of 0.0 with a standard deviation of 1.00, indicating

that persons show a good fit to the model overall.

Table 3

Summary of 222 Measured Students in 2005 (Clark 2007, p.105)

Raw Model        Infit       Outfit

Score  Count    Measure Error MNSQ ZSTD MNSQ ZSTD

Mean              20.4    34.9       .44   .39 1.00    .0 1.00    .0

S.D.    5.1        .4       .79   .06   .15  1.0   .24  1.0

Max  34.0    35.0     3.85 1.02 1.40  2.6 2.27  2.3

Min    7.0    31.0    -1.59   .37   .67 -2.8   .46 -2.7

Note. Winsteps v.3.60 Table 3.1.,

Real RMSE = .41, Adj.SD = .67, Separation = 1.65, Person Reliability = .73,

Model RMSE = .40, Adj.SD = .68, Separation = 1.72, Person Reliability = .75
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Table 4

Summary of 375 Measured Students during 2006 and 2007 Administrations

Raw Model        Infit       Outfit

Score  Count    Measure Error MNSQ ZSTD MNSQ ZSTD

Mean              19.1     34.8       .25 .39 1.00    .0 1.00    .0

S.D.    5.1         .9       .74 .03   .14  1.0   .20  1.0

Max  32.0     35.0     2.64 .62 1.48  2.6 2.01  3.0

Min    9.0     25.0    -1.22 .37   .66 -2.9   .57 -2.8

Note. Winsteps v.3.63 Table 3.1.,

Real RMSE = .40, Adj.SD = .63, Separation = 1.58, Person Reliability = .71,

Model RMSE = .39, Adj.SD = .63, Separation = 1.64, Person Reliability = .73

The person separation can be used to calculate the separation strata, which indicate

the number of distinct ability levels separated by three standard errors of measurement. The

formula for the strata is (4 x person separation index + 1)/3. The strata for the 2005 data was

2.53 (Clark, 2007, p. 106), and the strata for the current data was 2.44. Both strata suggest

that the ALT can distinguish two distinct levels of the target academic listening ability.

Because the main purpose of the ALT is to determine placement into two course levels (one

for the intermediate, and the other for the advanced), distinguishing two ability levels for the

placement decision is important. However, for more precise placement decisions, it would be

better if the ALT resulted in more than three strata so that the measure could indicate the

level of exemption in addition to the two distinct ability levels.

Item Separation Reliability

The item separation measurs indicate how well the items are consistent and would be

reproduced with another sample of test takers in terms of the relative order of item difficulty.

Item reliability in Rasch analysis is important for determining the reproducibility of the
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measures. Table 5 shows the summary statistics for the item separation measures by the ALT

administration in 2005, and Table 6 shows the item separation measures by the ALT

administration from 2006 to 2007. The item reliability of the administration in 2005 (.97) and

the current results (.98) both showed similar and high reliability values, indicating that the

relative order of item difficulty and the high reproducibility of the items are consistent.

Table 5

Summary of 35 Measured Items in 2005 (Clark 2007, p.107)

Raw Model        Infit       Outfit

Score  Count    Measure Error MNSQ ZSTD MNSQ ZSTD

Mean              129.3   221.5 .     .00   .16 1.00    .0 1.00    .1

S.D.    37.5         .6       .85   .01   .08  1.4   .12  1.4

Max  189.0   222.0     1.63   .20 1.17  3.5 1.30  3.4

Min    57.0   222.0    -1.53   .14   .89 -2.0   .76 -1.8

Note. Winsteps v3.60 Table 3.1.,

Real RMSE = .16, Adj.SD = .83, Separation = 5.29, Item Reliability = .97,

Model RMSE = .16, Adj.SD = .84, Separation = 5.36, Item Reliability = .97

Table 6

Summary of 35 Measured Items during 2006 and 2007 Administrations

Raw Model        Infit       Outfit

Score  Count    Measure Error MNSQ ZSTD MNSQ ZSTD

Mean              204.4   373.0 .     .00   .12 1.00    .1 1.00    .1

S.D.    64.3       1.2       .84   .01   .07  1.5   .11  1.7

Max  306.0   375.0     1.39   .14 1.19  4.9 1.33  5.1

Min    99.0   375.0    -1.43   .11   .88 -2.5   .80 -2.5

Note. Winsteps v3.63 Table 3.1.,

Real RMSE = .12, Adj.SD = .83, Separation = 6.97, Item Reliability = .98,

Model RMSE = .12, Adj.SD = .84, Separation = 7.05, Item Reliability = .98
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Tables 5 and 6 show an overall indication of the fit of the items to the model. Infit

and outfit mean square (MNSQ) in both Tables 5 and 6 have an expected value of 1.00, and

the standardized fit statistics (ZSTD) have the value of 0.0, 0.1, 0.1, and 0.1 with a standard

deviation of 1.4, 1.4, 1.5, and 1.7 respectively, which fall in the acceptable range of ±1.96.

Although standard deviations of ZSTD statistics show an indication of some misfitting items,

these values suggest that the items show a good fit to the model overall.

Item and Person Map

The main purpose of Rasch analysis is to create the model that estimates an

operational criterion for fundamental measurement, and Winsteps program provides

distribution for both item difficulty and person ability estimates on a single line of logit scale

to facilitate the graphical representation of the relationships. Figure 3 shows the Rasch item-

person map for the ALT administration in 2005, and Figure 4 shows the map for the ALT

administrations from 2006 to 2007. These maps put both the persons measured and the items

used to measure them on the same scale. In Figure 3, the ability estimates of the 222 students

tested in 2005 are shown on the left side notated by dots (.) representing 1 person and pound

signs (#) representing 2 persons, and the item difficulty locations are shown on the right.

Likewise, the ability estimates of the 375 students tested from 2006 to 2007 in Figure 4 are

shown on the left side notated by dots (.) representing 1 person and pound signs (#)

representing 3 persons, while the item difficulty locations are shown on the right. Person

ability and item difficulty increase as one moves towards the top of the figure.
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Figure. 1 Item and person map for ALT 2005
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Figure 2. Item and person map for ALT 2006-2007
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In both figures, the majority of student ability distribution falls within the range of the

item difficulty distribution, but the ability distribution is slightly higher overall than the

difficulty distribution. The person ability mean was .44 in the 2005 data and .25 in the 2006-

2007 data, and the mean item difficulty was set to .00 by default, indicating that the items

were slightly easy on average for the persons. Also, there were some students whose ability

estimates far exceeded the item difficulty estimates for the 2005 data in which two persons

whose ability estimates are 3.1 and 3.8 standard deviations above the mean ability estimate,

while no students of such high ability were found in the 2006-2007 data, in which the person

with the highest estimated ability is 2.6 standard deviations above the mean.

Item Infit and Outfit

For the analysis of fit statistics provided by the Rasch model, it is important to ask

whether or not misfit statistics to the model are small enough to make the measures feasible.

There are two types of item fit statistics in the Rasch model. Item outfit statistic is influenced

by unexpected responses to items, for example, when a person of low ability gets a very

difficult item correct. Infit statistic, on the other hand, is influenced by an unexpected pattern

of responses near a person’s ability estimate, for example, when a person gets the item near

the person’s ability estimate incorrect.

Table 7 presents the item misfit statistics for the 2005 data for all of the items on the

ALT. They are arranged in descending Outfit Mean Square order (the column labeled

“OUTFIT MNSQ” in the table). Thus, the items at the top of the table are more misfitting

than those at the bottom depending on their MNSQ values. Table 8 presents the item misfit

statistics for the 2006-2007 data arranged in the same way as Table 7.
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Table 7

Item Infit Outfit Statistic Summary for ALT 2005
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Table 8

Item Infit Outfit Statistic Summary for ALT 2006-2007
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As can be seen from Table 7, one misfitting item was found using the MNSQ statistic

for the 2005 data, which was B1 (outfit MNSQ was 1.3). Slight misfit was found in four

items, when using ZSTD statistic for the 2005 data, for the items B1, E7, A1, and C1 (outfit

ZSTD statistics were 2.2, 3.4, 3.3, and 2.9, respectively). Table 8 indicates that B1 was also a

misfitting item (outfit MNSQ was 1.33) when using the MNSQ statistic for the 2006-2007

data. Slight misfitting items included B1, A1, C5, C1, D3, and A5, when using ZSTD

statistic for the 2006-2007 data (outfit ZSTD statistics were 3.1, 5.1, 2.9, 3.0, 2.2, and 2.2,

respectively). Tables 7 and 8 also provide point-measure correlation for each item (the

column labeled “PTMEA CORR.” in the tables). No negative correlations were found.

However, those items referred to above as potentially misfitting (A1, B1, C1, E7 in the 2005

data and A1, B1, C1, C5, D3, A5 in the 2006-2007 data) had low point-measure correlation,

which indicates that success on these items was only weakly correlated with an increasing

person ability estimate.

Item Facility and Item Discrimination

Along with the results of the Rasch analysis described above, the indices of item

facility and item discrimination were calculated for the data from all ALT administrations

from 2005 to 2007. Table 9 presents the IF and ID value for each ALT item. The results

show that the lowest IF value was 0.28, and the highest IF value was .82, indicating that the

ALT items are reasonably well-centered. There were no items that had negative ID values,

and most of the ALT items had high ID values (near .40) suggesting that the ALT items can

discriminate among persons’ academic listening ability well. However, the items that were

flagged as potentially misfitting items in the previous Rasch analysis showed some

problematic item characteristics. The items with the lowest ID were B1 (IF = 0.76, ID =
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0.08) followed by A1 (IF = 0.44, ID =0.11), C5 (IF = 0.66, ID = 0.16), and C1(IF = 0.45, ID

= 0.20). Their IF values were reasonable, but their ID values were low. As in the results of

the Rasch analysis, the classical item statistics also show that items B1, A1, C1, and C5 did

not succeed in discriminating persons’ ability.

Table 9

Item Facility and Discrimination Index for ALT 2005 - 2007 Administrations

Item IF ID Item IF ID

A1 0.44 0.11 D2 0.29 0.54

A2 0.74 0.31 D3 0.55 0.29

A3 0.35 0.41 D4 0.74 0.39

A4 0.28 0.35 D5 0.36 0.33

A5 0.47 0.39 D6 0.28 0.36

B1 0.76 0.08 D7 0.51 0.43

B2 0.68 0.44 D8 0.60 0.38

B3 0.39 0.51 D9 0.55 0.41

B4 0.63 0.43 E1 0.30 0.40

B5 0.72 0.30 E2 0.43 0.41

B6 0.77 0.43 E3 0.79 0.40

C1 0.45 0.20 E4 0.62 0.45

C2 0.74 0.29 E5 0.45 0.29

C3 0.59 0.38 E6 0.50 0.35

C4 0.34 0.40 E7 0.57 0.36

C5 0.66 0.16 E8 0.82 0.29

C6 0.59 0.43 E9 0.73 0.28

D1 0.82 0.33
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IMPLICATIONS

The results by the Racsh analysis for the 2005 and the 2006-2007 data give an overall

indication of good fit to the model. The item and person maps for the 2005 and the 2006-

2007 data indicated that the most of the ALT that consistently assessed the students’

academic listening ability from low to high.

The person separation reliability of the administration in 2005 (.75) and the current

results (.73) showed slightly low values for a placement test. The most likely reason for the

relatively low values was due to the small number of test items plus narrow range of

students’ listening proficiency (i.e. within 500-600 on TOEFL). On the other hand, the item

separation reliability of the administration in 2005 (.97) and the current results (.98) showed

quite high values, indicating that the relative order of item difficulty and the high

reproducibility of the test items were consistent along the estimated continuum.

The analysis of misfit and the classical item statistics for the 2005 and the 2006-2007

data pointed out some potentially misfitting items on the ALT, indicating that they were

candidates for revision. Nevertheless, those items were a necessary part of the conjoint

measurement for the students’ listening ability and the item difficulty, which worked reliably

with the students’ response data as a whole. To summarize, some addition of difficult items,

which are similar to the items that assessed the students’ higher academic listening ability,

such as A4, C4, D2, D6, and E1, will make the ALT little longer and will lead to a greater

dispersion of person ability. By doing so, the ALT will be able to distinguish three distinct

levels of the target academic listening ability for more precise placement decisions.
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